


Holes In Our Stories 
A Guide to Listening 

_________________________________________________________________ 

This album is dedicated to anybody who has put themselves back together after a terrible loss. 

The conclusion of  this album is that we see our lives as the movies we always wanted them to be 
only when we die and look back on them. Everything we leave unfinished can be beautiful and 

cinematic in retrospect. I made this album to not let go of  the dream that there’s still a great 
adventure ahead of  me. I will keep writing until it arrives. 

There were so many times the last few years when I didn’t think this album would come into 
existence. I didn’t think I’d ever finish it, and I figured this story would be left on the cutting room 
floor with no resolution—just like those parts of  my past that didn’t get their proper movie script 

ending. I eventually realized that no conclusion is the best one of  all. 

I’m happy and proud that this is now released into the world. 

Enclosed in this document: 

Liner Notes 
A Guide to Listening to Holes In Our Stories: Cliff  Notes & a Map to the Metaphors 

Lyrics, Album Credits, and Dedications 



Liner Notes 
_______________________________________ 

As I mention in my book, I didn’t put myself  back together alone. Here are just some of  the people that 
are responsible for this album existing. Each of  you belong in my ending credits. 

Skinny Atlas— 
We’ll always be kids below the 
stairs. Thank you for carrying 
my world on your shoulders, for 
the countless nights where I 
drove the seven minutes to your 
house to work on music, for 
your family’s way of  always 
welcoming me for so many 
years. Together, I think we’ve 
realized how much there is out 
there that we haven’t seen yet. 
The older we grow, the more 
thankful I am that we can make 
music together in protest of  the 
passing time. 

 
Brian Petchers— 

To an extent that you probably 
don’t know, you saved the 
making of  this album and you 
encouraged me to write my 
book. I ran with that advice. 
You have since become such a 
close friend of  mine, even 
down to sharing the name of  
the album with you first. Thank 
you for being here from the 
beginning and for letting the 
world see my music through 
your eyes in our videos. You are 
one of  the real ones. Our lives 
may not be the movies we want 
them to be, but we can sure as 
hell make them reconsider. 
We’ve got a lot more movies to 
make. 

Regina Zaremba— 
Thank you for letting me lean 
on you in the years of  my life 

when I needed crutches the 
most, when I felt nearly entirely 
broken. You helped me put 
myself  back together and for 
that I owe you the Circleville 
sky and all its stars. Because of  
you, I appreciate a lot of  things 
about life that I wouldn’t 
otherwise. You make me feel 
warm enough to not need any 
blanket at any drive-in theater 
anywhere in forgotten America. 
Oh, and thanks for singing on 
all of  these songs. 

Tom Flynn— 
Whether or not you know it, 
your ability to execute my 
artistic vision and bring it to life 
with your eye for graphic 
design took this project from 
rough sheets of  scrap paper 
ripped up in a madman’s 
bedroom to what people now 
see on screen, on vinyl, on CD, 
and in the book packaging. I 
had lofty and impossible ideas 
for how special I wanted the 
artwork for this album to feel, 
and you made it happen. 
Thanks for always being by my 
side through our rambunctious 
adventures, bro. 

Billy Centenaro— 
Your mixing on this record 
came at a time when I needed 
it most, and you delivered. You 
took the lo-fi pieces of  what I 
created in my bedroom during 
a crazy time in my life and 

turned it into something 
polished. You gave me the 
perfect mix of  my old self  plus 
a new beginning. Thanks for 
diving in. 

Kia Ro— 
You played a huge role in 
helping me rebuild myself. 
Thanks for teaching me how to 
gain the strength to lift the 
weight of  twenty-five years of  
life. I know you’ll be here until 
the end, and I hope you find 
the secret to happiness. I’ll be 
waiting on you to share it with 
everyone. 

Pat Droney— 
You were a voice of  reason over 
the phone during the years 
when I felt the most lost. I can 
tell the world you’ll be the next 
Springsteen, and all I want in 
return is for you to listen to a 
million of  my broken love song 
voice memos. Someday, we will 
write them together in 
Nashville. 

 
Alaska Sun— 

You can have my ribcage. I 
hope it protects your fragile 
heart from a world that can be 
vicious and cruel. I know you 
like you know the ocean, and I 
know the world is missing out if  
it doesn’t see all of  you. I hope 
we can sing together again 
someday, this time in harmony. 



Pops— 
Thanks for giving me big shoes 
to fill. Thanks for being at the 
core of  so many of  my 
memories. Thanks for the 
photographs, the drives down 
the highway, the visits to your 
old childhood home. Thanks 
for the tips on how to perfectly 
mix cranberry and orange 
juice. Thanks for the 
inspiration. I couldn’t do your 
eulogy justice; I hope I did your 
song justice. I know you’ll find 
your place in the sun, because I 
see you in my shadow. 

Andrew Rose— 
I neglected to tell you how 
much you changed my life, but 
I’m glad I could finally send 
you my letter. May no great 
confession ever go unsent 
again, may you know your 
impact on my life and the lives 
of  so many others, and may the 
light of  a dead rock star 
someday take you home. 

Ghost— 
I’ll be with you any time you 
say you’re down to ride. Maybe 
the dream of  being roommates 
in New York City someday 
wasn’t so farfetched after all. 

Brother Joe— 
Thanks for the support, for 
yelling the loudest at all of  my 
shows, and for introducing me 
to the crazy world of  music. I’ll 
give you the best damn best 
man speech a best man has 
ever given. 

 
Aidan Cooper— 

For always relating to me, for 
deciphering pictures of  whales 
at art shows together, for 

constantly reminding me that 
writing, art, and lyrics can have 
the depth and strength of  
North American Mountains. 
Thanks for being a brother. 
Here’s to many more songs 
together. 

Nate Sander— 
Thank you for playing my 
music live with me and for 
giving me the opportunity to 
tour. That’s been a dream of  
mine since I was a little kid, 
and you not only make it 
doable, you make it effortless. 
Keep your ear to the ground. 
May every album release of  
mine coincide with a new great 
awakening of  yours, until your 
skin is all covered in tattoos and 
mine is all covered in wrinkles. 

Gabe Valle— 
Since my high school days, 
you’ve made it possible for me 
to play my music live. For so 
many shows we’ve done 
together, so many trips we’ve 
been on and offbeat hotel 
rooms we’ve slept in, for so 
many days of  trial and error in 
New York and New Jersey and 
Erie and Athens…thanks for 
killing it. You don’t need 
practice to make it sound 
perfect. 

Tommy McCormick— 
Thanks for making so many of  
these recordings possible. I have 
a feeling we’ll be making a lot 
more records together. 

Liz “Liz Smalls” Maney— 
From our first days ever spent 
together at a different summer 
camp than the one in this story, 
I’ve been your biggest fan. 

Thank you for taking so many 
photographs during the making 
of  this album and on the sets of  
the music videos. If  our 
friendship is ever in danger of  
dying, let’s meet up and regrow 
it at the Daisy Diner. 

Patrick Capriglione— 
Thank you for the photographs 
behind my albums all through 
the years and for the ones used 
in the artwork of  Holes In Our 
Stories. Your work is now even 
more immortal to me.  

Mike Falb— 
Even as we get older, you 
constantly find new ways to 
help me get my music heard by 
the world, and for that I’ll 
always be thankful to have you 
as a bro. From starting at the 
very bottom of  a snowy 
Cornell hill together, until we 
hit the top. 

Molly— 
I know we don’t talk anymore. 
But thanks for your keyboard. I 
took it and wrote a thousand 
sad songs. 

Devin Arne— 
Thanks for always being here 
to make my music a reality. If  
you didn’t love tea so much, I 
never would have recorded 
“you are my favorite miracle” 
on The Book Report. My idea 
of  a perfect setting in which to 
make music began with you. 

Ceschi— 
You let me into your world 
when mine felt like it was 
crumbling. As a result, you 
helped me meet some real 
friends that most people would 



die to be Fake Four. Thank you 
for making the vinyl of  this 
album possible. As a wise man 
once said, if  we want some real 
change, we need to make it 
with our friends. 

Colton Williams— 
Thank you for stepping in and 
bringing my vision to the 
screen by capturing it with your 
camera. From the moment we 
met you looked a lot like an old 

friend, and I’m so thankful to 
have that in New York City. 

Mom— 
Thanks for reading my 
fingerprints. Your song is on 
the way. 

Dad— 
I hope I made you proud with 
this album. Thank you for 
supporting me, for giving me 
second chances, and for 
showing me Bob Dylan’s 

acoustic version of  Blood on 
the Tracks. The way you can 
hear his shirt buttons hitting 
the guitar when he plays is 
pretty special. Even the greatest 
masters of  all have charming 
imperfections. 

Annie— 
I know you well enough to 
know that you are happy now,  
and I can think of  no greater 
joy than that. 

Special thanks— 
Mom; Dad; my four brothers Joe, Tommy, Gabe, and Noah; E; Clara; Andrew Rose; the camp counselors 
and the good folks of  the Young Writers Workshop; Chris “Eyeconic Visions” Kelly; Chris Gehringer of  
Sterling Sound; Jay Bernard; Andres Vahos; Josh Angehr; my Fake Four Inc. family; Enrique Mancia; F. 

Virtue; Chris Pizzolo; Zac Hill; Beth Oldis; Jessica Eve; Eun Suk Hong; Chelsea Wertheim; Andrew Arne; 
Conor Burnett and Ryan Kimiecik; Kinetics, David, Accent and the underground icons of  Folk Revival; 
Carl Storkman; Griffin Dinsmore; Ken T.; and the good people of  the Tompkins Square post office on 

East 3rd Street in New York, NY. 

Lastly, 

I want to thank every single fan who believes in my music and keeps it alive — you are the reason it is 
around today, and I mean that wholeheartedly. My advice for you is to send your letters, to confront your 
most uncomfortable fears, and to understand that you are not alone in anything.  

“It’s not about being understood by everyone if  you can feel understood by even a slight few.” 

—Matthew, a fan I met at a small coffeeshop show in New York City in 2018 

Thank you for making this bigger than me. 



A Guide to Listening 
—————————————————————————————————— 

             



 
             liff  notes & a Map to the Metaphors: 

______________________ 

Here’s an explanation of  the general themes, motifs, and metaphors on Holes In Our Stories. I will 
surely miss some things, but I tried my best for this to be comprehensive. 

This is how everything connects. 

OVERALL ALBUM SYMBOLS & THEMES 
• The album as a whole has a metaphor running throughout it about life being a movie. Life 

never becomes the perfect, movie-like experience we want it to be. Only in death, or at the end 
of  our lives, can we look back and see everything through a new lens: one that is filled with all 
of  the movie-like moments we always longed for in life. 

• A creaking door sound symbolizes my grandpa, usually in the afterlife. You hear this creaking 
door sound on Mourn in the pre-chorus and Wrinkles in the third verse. 

• “Always” on Mourn and Ending Credits symbolizes important people that have permanent 
meaning in my life. 

• Annie/Anne is referenced on Break Some Ice, Garden of  the Ashes, Mourn, Neighborhood 
Saints, A Quarter Century, and Wrinkles. We had a cross-country romance that I believed was 
the great adventure I had always been waiting for. 

• I met Annie at a summer camp in Virginia which I attended to study songwriting. 
• My songwriting teacher at the camp was Andrew Rose. 
• Andrew Rose has an old song called “But I Neglected to Say” which Annie and I would often 

quote in order to keep in touch during the year after we met at camp. I credit Andrew Rose 
and this song for jumpstarting our relationship and helping us fall in love. In addition to 
teaching me songwriting, that’s how he seriously impacted my life. 

• My grandpa drove me to summer camp. Driving in a van with my grandpa, to camp and later 
to the airport to fly to visit Annie for the first time, made up some of  our most unforgettable 
memories. I reference us driving together on Mourn and A Quarter Century. 

• The rainbow that a young girl gave me is referenced on A Quarter Century and Andrew Rose. 
At camp, we studied the Bob Dylan song “A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall” in which Bob Dylan is 
given a rainbow by a young girl. I make the analogy that Annie is the young girl in my story 
who gives me a rainbow and thus fills my life with color and happiness. 

• The grim reaper is referenced on Creases and A Quarter Century. It is a symbol of  death. 
• I say that it’s crowded in heaven or paradise on Mourn, Neighborhood Saints, and A Quarter 

Century. This symbolizes the amount of  people we’ve loved who have passed away. So many 
people have passed in recent years that it now is crowded in the afterlife.  

• The Great Adventure represents a perfect, fulfilling life that I’ve always been searching for. It is 
referenced on A Quarter Century numerous times and in my book countless times. 

• The idea of  growing old or being an old man represents me looking back on my life. 
• Garden of  the Ashes is the third and final piece of  my Garden song trilogy. The first was 

Garden of  the Gods and the second was Garden of  the Angels. 
• The idea of  burning down our relationship’s garden on Garden of  the Ashes is also meant as a 

nod to Ray LaMontagne’s “Burn,” a song we studied at my songwriting camp. 
• Creases and Wrinkles symbolize the inevitable marks our lives leave on us as we grow up. 

C 



• A page wrinkling or turning symbolizes a new beginning. This sound opens both Wrinkles and 
the outro song Holes In Our Stories.  

• My face being torn up means I have been ripped apart by grief, as it appears on the album’s 
front cover. This album is the story of  me putting myself  back together. On the back cover, my 
face is taped back together again. 

• Those rips also symbolize the tears or holes in my story that I have fallen into. 
• A bonfire represents my high school friends. 
• A lot of  things take place in heaven/paradise/the afterlife. In Ending Credits, you’re arriving at 

the afterlife: a town we nicknamed “heaven.” 
• Only when our lives are done, and we reach our Ending Credits, do we look back on our lives 

and see them as the movie they were all along. 
• We all have holes in our stories, what matters is if  you fall into them. Everybody has 

experienced devastating things that tore them apart, and that they never repaired, patched up, 
or properly concluded. It doesn’t matter that these things happened, it matters how much you 
let them affect your life. 

INDIVIDUAL SONG SYMBOLS & THEMES 

Break Some Ice 
• “A movie starts.” — coincides with the beginning of  the album symbolizing the beginning of  

the movie of  my life playing out. This begins with the start of  the great adventure I’ve always 
been waiting for, which I imagined would finally take place where my old life and my last 
albums left off. 

• The cutting room floor reference means that we have reassembled broken pieces of  our old 
lives — such as people we physically lose, like my grandpa in this case — into new footage 
which comprises the movie we now see. The future is made up of  fragments of  the past. This 
continues the movie theme. 

• Referring to my twenties as The Roaring Twenties is an ongoing theme of  mine. I first 
mentioned this concept in my song “The Window Seat.” Also, in “The Best Fears of  Our 
Lives,” I talk about beating a Great Depression which historically followed the 20s. 

• Break Some Ice is written through the lens of  a metaphor of  being frozen. I felt like I was 
frozen in time the last few years, permanently stuck in the drama of  my nineteen-year-old self  
while everyone grew up around me. I play with this metaphor throughout the song by making 
puns on my writer’s block thawing like a block of  ice and imagining my adult experiences to be 
those of  a child explorer floating across an ocean on a block of  ice. My experiences make me 
an explorer by sending me to places I never could have imagined. They’re leading me to an 
“unnamed ocean,” somewhere that has yet to be discovered. 

• “I want to see you drifting.” — The conclusion of  this song continues playing into the 
metaphor of  being frozen but also implies that drifting in your twenties, or trying new things in 
your life without clear direction, is better than going nowhere at all. I want to see my listeners 
move forward in their lives because of  my deep regret for having stayed stagnant for so long. If  
drifting is the only way to go, even if  you do not know where you are headed in life, I want to 
see you drifting and no longer being afraid.  

• "New York where it always snows.” — This line references “NY where it always snows,” the 
title of  an unreleased song that I wrote while living upstate and writing the beginning of  this 
album. 



• “My unpainted bedroom walls.” — Around the ninth grade, when we had recently moved to a 
new town, my mom gave me paint buckets for my new bedroom and said I could do whatever I 
wanted with the walls. So I invited over two of  my best friends and we scribbled lyrics 
everywhere. That’s the room you see on my first-ever album cover of  ‘A Living Inverse.’ The 
walls remained that way for the entirety of  my high school experience and always represented 
to me how walls would look in the room of  someone who was experiencing a perfect coming-
of-age adventure.  

• All of  the “first time” experiences on Break Some Ice mirror the other first times on the album, 
such as the anthemic list from the chorus of  Fingerprints. This also plays into the ongoing 
motif  of  starting over that runs throughout the album. 

• “Through the altitudes of  gods.” — Annie is from Colorado, home to the Garden of  the Gods 
and a land filled with mountains at very high altitudes compared to New York. Those altitudes 
are so high that they belong to the gods. 

• “I only see her when I travel through my albums, through my songs.” — Because we had a 
long-distance relationship, I used to only see Annie when I traveled to visit her. Now I only see 
her when I travel back in time through my old discography which holds our memories hostage. 

• “Trying on the costumes in my attic like they’re my grief.” I almost called this album Give Up 
The Grief. 

• “As I pass Molly’s house again.” — Often when I was living at home with my mom, I would 
pass my old high school sweetheart’s house and see the kitchen light on late at night. Her mom 
worked long hours as a nurse just like my mom. My imagination would jump to both of  our 
moms not finding true love, much like how Molly and I didn’t work out, and I’d wonder if  love 
is as faint for all of  us as the faint glow of  Molly’s mom’s kitchen light.  

• The Great Adventure is another term for the type of  fulfilling, movie-like life I have always 
daydreamed of  and searched for. As I face reality in my twenties and believe I still have not 
experienced this perfect adventure, I list off  the challenging and heartbreaking aspects of  real 
life as the “the pains that I take with the great adventure.” These pains include the fact that 
true love is so difficult to find, that loved ones pass away, and that it’s possible for anyone to get 
stuck for so long without moving on. 

Creases 
• I went to Catholic school for eight years as a kid. It’s hard to believe. 
• My seven deadly sins don’t necessarily represent seven specific things. They simply represent 

anything I loved that may have been misunderstood by others in my childhood, from my love 
for underground hip-hop to misbehaving in a strict elementary school environment. I once got 
sent to the principal’s office for swearing. 

• “Friends who got holes in their parachutes.” — Throughout the album, I explain the metaphor 
of  holes using many different examples. People with holes in their parachutes are those who 
tried to get somewhere in life and failed, like myself  from the perspective of  my insecurities. 
This could also include friends who fell into drug addiction or other destructive paths in their 
twenties and therefore couldn’t fly. 

• “New beginnings, old friends.” — I am constantly looking for a way to look at my relationships 
with my old, lost friends in a new light. Who says it’s impossible for us to have second winds 
where we can know each other as something different? 



• “Old beginnings, new friends.” — Later in the song, I say the reverse of  the earlier line. Who 
says it’s impossible to feel the same fulfillment with your new, current friends that you used to 
feel with the old friends you loved and lost? 

• “Hilltop Drive.” — Ghost’s old street. Ghost is my childhood best friend and a recurring 
character in many of  my songs including The Book Report, Keep Your Friends Close, and The 
Glory Years. 

• Creases in general is about getting older, which I have been fascinated with since I was a young 
kid. I have a song I wrote but never recorded called “Old Man” in which I first used the 
Creases lyrics. The end of  that demo goes, “You’re still a young man if  you can believe it, you 
just have creases all over you that look like streets, and they lead us nowhere.” From this, the 
current Creases lyrics were born. 

• I wanted a song about getting older on both the beginning and end of  the album so that the 
whole album could feel cyclical, as if  it covers birth, then death, then birth and death again, 
etc. in an infinite loop. Creases on the front end and Wrinkles on the back end balance that 
concept out for me. 

• The Grim Reaper has been on my mind since I was a child. The Grim Reaper is of  course a 
way to personify death, which over the course of  the album comes for my grandpa, my friends, 
my mom’s boyfriend’s mother, and ultimately me. I used to obsessively draw grim reaper 
cartoon figures in the fourth grade. I drew them so often that my mom got me a present for 
Christmas that year: sketch artist business cards which my grandpa had printed that included 
little icons of  my grim reaper character on them. 

• “We ascend through rebirths.” — This is a real conversation my mom’s old boyfriend and I 
had at his mother’s wake. It had been a while since we had seen each other but I traveled home 
to be there. He told me I looked like I was doing a lot better since the days when we lived 
together. He said something to the effect of  how his mom passing could be a rebirth for him in 
his life, and that it looked like I was experiencing a rebirth of  my own coincidentally at the 
same time. I knew the moment he said it that it was going to end up in a song. 

• “I want to start all over my friend.” — The repeated ways I address a friend, like “where do we 
go from here my friend” on “Break Some Ice,” are intended to be a continuation of  my music 
taking place from the perspective of  letters. A lot of  times the old friend I’m writing to is Annie, 
with the origin of  this concept being the entire theme behind the album “Keep Your Friends 
Close.” Sometimes though, I am simply referring to whoever is listening to the music. 

• “We all had a golden ticket that wasn’t ours to cash.” — As I explain in my book, I naively 
always believed I would find a simple golden ticket that would take me out of  my current life. I 
thought my cross-country romance with Annie was my golden ticket out. In reality, it wasn’t my 
answer to everything and wasn’t my ticket to cash. It’s important to be patient and wait for your 
own independent reasons to feel like your life is complete. 

• “I could see the whole world rotate from that ferris wheel in Iowa.” — On one of  my trips to 
visit Annie, we went to a small theme park on a lake in Iowa and rode a ferris wheel that gave 
us a view of  what felt like the entire world: the town, the lake and its boats, the forest, the 
theme park. This theme park and the evening I spent here always felt to me like a tiny piece of  
the coming-of-age adventure I constantly wanted to have. 

• “Never tie up your life with loose ends.” — Don’t let the unfinished things in your life become 
what you base your whole life on. Chances are the other people in those loose ends aren’t still 
waiting for you. In other words, don’t get hung up. 



• Lastly, the repetition of  “start all over” is intentional, meant to symbolize how never-ending a 
process it is to look for a new beginning. I want to start all over in the sense of  wanting to relive 
my old life and happy memories, but I also want to start all over in the sense of  finally getting a 
new, clean slate in life without any baggage. 

Garden of  the Ashes 
• This song is the third and final installment in the Garden trilogy, with Garden of  the Gods 

being the first and Garden of  the Angels being the second. These songs began with a letter and 
a videotape of  me performing a song I wrote and recorded for Annie with a lot of  hidden 
meaning about my love for her. The voicemail you hear at the end of  the first two Garden 
songs is her real voicemail calling me in response to that letter and song. I wanted to write this 
final song as a way of  giving myself  closure — at least our story can have closure in the world 
of  my music even if  it wasn’t afforded it in the real world. 

• “When we meet again, we will not be strangers anymore.” A nod to Garden of  the Angels. 
Annie and I used to say we were Strangers because of  our long distance relationship. I always 
imagined someday, even if  death and the afterlife will be the first time it will happen, we would 
finally live close enough to each other to get a chance to not be strangers anymore. 

• Garden of  the Gods is a monument in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Go visit it once in your 
lifetime. Here are the coordinates: 38.8784° N, 104.8698° W. 

• I used to think my love with Annie was timeless and majestic like the stone gods of  the Garden 
of  the Gods. I turned that into a metaphor to represent our relationship by playing with the 
word garden. Now, after burning for Annie for so long, our garden is nothing but ashes because 
it has burnt down. 

• The concept of  burning is also an homage to a song that had a lot of  meaning to Annie and 
me. We studied the song “Burn” by Ray LaMontagne in songwriting class at at the summer 
camp where we met. 

• I left out the word “cancer” which would be a natural rhyme to end the unfinished line in the 
second verse. Annie and I used to not say that word, as if  it was superstitious, to not give it 
power. In Garden of  the Angels, you hear me say “I would never say that word.” I didn’t want 
to break my promise. 

• “All the forbidden words that hit you first.” — Meaning when my grandpa got cancer, I felt like 
for the first time I began to understand the depth, meaning, and pain of  a loved one having 
cancer which Annie had experienced years earlier. 

• Six word autobiographies were a game we played at the summer camp where we met, and they 
later held special, significant meaning for us. Years after writing them together at camp, we 
confessed our love for each other using six word autobiographies on mattress beds in my old 
bedroom sanctuary. I am revisiting that concept with the six words that finish the verse in my 
attempt to show how much our relationship’s impact on me has changed my life.  

• Miracle song: I always imagined one last song (or maybe a full album) about Annie would have 
miraculous power enough to bring her back. Of  course, that’s not the case in reality. In the 
bridge of  this song, I acknowledge that I’m clearly alone as I’m finally singing my one last 
miracle song. No one else is listening, but I will still write songs about it and burn for our 
relationship every chance I get. 



Mourn 
• A lot of  this album imagines the afterlife and what things will be like there. It’s cloudy in 

heaven because of  the sadness that fills the world when you lose someone, but it’s also crowded 
in heaven because of  how many people we’ve lost. More on this later. 

• It also rained for about three days when Pops died. 
• On Mourn, I wanted to capture the sounds of  a church. My grandpa was religious and loved 

by the community enough to have both his wake and funeral in a small town church. It is a 
large building and there was an echoing, ghostlike sound to the services. I wanted to create the 
feeling of  those days in that church with the background choir vocals and somber electric 
keyboard parts. 

• His battle with cancer lasted a very long time and was very tough. It only ended when the 
angels came to take him out of  Orange County, New York. 

• I was a pallbearer at his funeral with my brothers and my cousins. Lifting the casket was both 
physically and emotionally a lot harder than I thought. I almost cried walking his casket down 
the aisle. 

• My grandpa drove me to the songwriting summer camp where I met Annie in high school and 
where I learned to write songs from Andrew Rose, thus changing my life forever. Our road trip 
down the east coast refers to this car ride. It felt like a coming-of-age journey. 

• My grandpa would say the rosary (and ask you to participate) every time you were ever in the 
car with him. We did this on our journey south to Virginia.  

• He was obsessed with listening to the AM radio traffic reports. 
• The “always” here is layered by numerous background vocals to tie into the one that closes 

Ending Credits and repeats throughout my book. “Always” represents people who deserve to be 
in my ending credits. I originally wanted to go much further with this motif  but didn’t want to 
force it. 

• At 1:50, the creaking noise is a door opening. We used that same sound repeatedly throughout 
the album to symbolize my grandpa in the afterlife. You can also hear it on Wrinkles in the 
third verse when I spend a day up in heaven and see my grandpa there. 

• “Let’s mourn.” — I imagine myself  in the future looking back on how we have killed so much 
time doing nothing with our lives because of  the grief  that kept us still. We look back and 
mourn our lost time in the same way we mourn the people who passed away and caused the 
onset of  that grief  in the first place. I was trying to capture this irony with my chorus lyrics. 

• My posture sucks. 
• The devils will take me out of  Orange County because I’m not as good of  a man as my 

grandpa was. 
• Just Wandering ’Round was the name of  my grandpa’s weekly column in the local paper. 

When the devils come for me, they’ll find me Just Wandering ’Round again. I also refer to this 
on A Quarter Century. 

• Dying isn’t like the movies. Another example of  the overall album theme that our lives aren’t 
the cinematic, coming-of-age movies we dream them to be. 

• Hugging him on his death bed. Pretty self-explanatory. My grandpa was so weak at the end of  
his days of  being sick that I didn’t want to hug him too hard and hurt him. In retrospect, I wish 
I didn’t hold back. 

• My grandpa was a printer who ran our family print shop. Many of  our memories together 
involve the print shop. My grandpa seemed to have permanent ink stains on his hands. I 
envision myself  also dying with ink on my hands, meaning dying from my passion for music 



and writing. However, I want to go even further and die with blood on my hands, meaning to 
live such a passionate and adventurous life that it’s warlike, and the same blood that I will spill 
throughout my journey is that which I’ve inherited from my grandpa. 

• My grandpa came to many of  my shows and rap battles and would photograph the events for 
the local paper. They buried him with his film camera. 

• There is a street sign named after my grandpa in his honor in Washingtonville, NY. Go visit it 
once in your lifetime. Here are the coordinates to John Spear Way: 41.430952° N, 74.178029° 
W. 

Neighborhood Saints 
• Many people from our town have passed away since high school. I imagine them as the saints 

of  our neighborhood.  
• This song comes right after Mourn to imply that my grandpa is one of  our neighborhood 

saints. 
• Ghost and I, on Hilltop Drive, once jumped out of  his second story bathroom window to go 

meet two girls late at night without us waking his family up. It physically hurt a lot to jump out 
of  the window and land in his backyard. There was broken glass everywhere. I say that not 
every leap of  faith in life needs to hurt as much as taking that one did. 

• I compare us sprinting through the woods behind Ghost’s house to sprinting through our late 
teen years and early twenties. 

• My dad really did once tell me that I might not know what home is in my early twenties. 
• After one of  our friends died and we attended his wake, my high school buddies and I went to 

a local bar and shared a drink in his memory. Coincidentally, this was the day Everything Gets 
Old was released. 

• We used to have many bonfires together as high school friends. Bonfires symbolize my high 
school friends throughout this album and the good times we used to have. 

• “There’s no cure for being homesick when it hits your veins” refers to drug addiction which is a 
growing epidemic in our upstate town.  

• “I just hope I get the chance to start again.” — Just like on Creases, I hope I can start all over 
again. If  not in life, then in death when the saints go marching in. 

• Throughout the song, I am mourning the death of  our old lives as well as the lives of  those we 
loved. 

• At the start of  the second verse, I imagine myself  and Ghost, years after jumping out of  the 
window together, sharing bad news from the last few years that definitively shows our old lives 
and old adventures have started to die out. That adventure we once had has now gotten old or 
turned wise. 

• Some of  the only times I saw my old friends during the years of  my early twenties were at 
wakes and funerals for people we knew. I remember seeing my old Catholic school classmates 
at a wake, and being shocked that we were once kids who experienced first times together and 
now are experiencing death for the first time together. Everyone, no matter their age, is like a 
kid when they face death for the first time. 

• Those neighborhood wakes were extremely heartbreaking, silent, and cold. I saw my old 
friend’s face in a memorial room, seemingly trapped now forever in wooden picture frames. 

• When I die, disburse my body and soul and give a piece of  it to each person who deserves to be 
in my ending credits: Alaska Sun, Anne, Regina, Kia Ro, Ricky who drew Becky from the 
Warm Shore in Ithaca, Elaine, Sam, my mom, and so many others. 



• My mom is very spiritual and for years would read my and my brothers’ fingerprints while 
sitting at the kitchen table. I joke that if  she could really see inside the meaning of  mine, she’d 
be able to unfold all of  my pain. These experiences with my mom were why I wanted to name 
a song Fingerprints. 

• “When we get to heaven, we’ll know a whole lot of  saints.” — We’ve lost so many people that 
we’ll already have quite a lot of  friends when we eventually die and arrive in heaven. I first 
introduce this concept on Mourn by saying it’s crowded in heaven and I continue it on the next 
track, A Quarter Century. 

• Rest in peace to both the people we have lost and the lives that died inside of  us. Both of  them 
mark the loss of  good people who left our lives. 

A Quarter Century 
• This song cycles through the phases that have defined my life while waiting for the great 

adventure: young and reckless high school adventures, my long-distance relationship with 
Annie, the loss of  my grandpa, and my own struggle to find my identity and place in the world. 
I am trying to make sense of  life and death and I haven’t found the meaning of  either. 

• This is my favorite song on the album. It was originally called Great Adventure. 
• I wrote this right before my twenty-fifth birthday. The album is supposed to cover my years 

before and after turning twenty five, so I reach a quarter century during the course of  the 
album. 

• All of  my friends are getting high and speeding up their heart rates, while I’m concerned with 
the speed of  life and how it goes by too fast. 

• Sneaking out of  the house refers to the scene with Ghost and I in Neighborhood Saints. 
• A captain of  our friend group passed away and we all saw each other at the wake. 
• At seventeen, Annie gave me a rainbow that colored my entire life with vibrancy. This is a 

reference to the young girl who gave Bob Dylan a rainbow in a “A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall” 
which is a song we studied at camp. More on this later.  

• I used to refer to my room at my dad’s house as my sanctuary because it felt so peaceful. On 
beds in that sanctuary is where Annie and I spent many special moments and said our six word 
autobiographies. 

• In retrospect, the poetry and songs that I mailed Annie were probably pretty literal and their 
meaning wasn’t so hidden after all, hence me calling them black-and-white airport poetry. 

• I finally wrote our book. It’s called Revive the Great Adventure. 
• As you know from Mourn, my posture is bad and good posture symbolizes hard work. I hope 

Annie’s new boyfriend has posture as strong as the Colorado mountains. 
• I can draw Annie anything her heart desires — a sun, a sea. 
• Until our great adventure revives and starts up again, we will always be stuck in our separate, 

long-distance locations. 
• Just Wandering ’Round was the name of  my grandpa’s weekly column in the local paper. I 

imagine him in heaven Just Wandering ’Round again, like I am in the second verse on Mourn. 
• My grandpa was a basketball coach for his entire life and ran a local program where kids could 

play recreational basketball at an extremely low cost. He also coached travel teams. My mom is 
an incredible basketball player. I imagine my grandpa telling his new friends in heaven about 
the teams he used to coach and how amazing my mom’s jump shot was. 

• I tell my grandpa that the town will name the streets after him, as it eventually did. 
• I helped my uncle write my grandpa’s eulogy when he passed. 



• My grandpa and I raced in his van on the highway to the airport for my first time flying alone 
to visit Annie in Colorado. We raced because we were late for the flight after hitting a traffic 
jam. As I explain in my book, I somehow made it there in time by sprinting past the airport 
security lines and from my grandpa racing so fast down the highway. 

• Once again, as on Mourn and Neighborhood Saints, I imagine heaven to be crowded because 
of  how many people we’ve lost. I hope my grandpa can find somewhere else to go if  paradise is 
too crowded for him. 

• I know he’ll find his place in the sun, because I see him in my shadow. I see him in who I am 
today, so I imagine that he has found his place in the afterlife where he is looking down. 

• I imagine the grim reaper catching up with me like I asked him to in Creases. 
• I have always told myself  the big picture is going to unveil itself  someday as if  my whole life 

has been one huge parable. In reality, I know this is wishful thinking. 
• My footnotes — or the extra things that still bother me about my old life — still have cuts and 

need bandages. They haven’t been healed or resolved. No matter how big or small, they still 
haunt me. 

• I don’t feel like I am where I wanted to be on my twenty-fifth birthday, so it feels like the hand-
me-down emotion from previous generations must not fit me. 

• It’s just a quarter century kid, you can’t be sick of  it yet. 
• The great adventure doesn’t ever arrive. 

Fingerprints 
• This song plays with the metaphor of  crime. Broken hearts and growing up are crimes. I first 

introduced this concept with the ending lines of  The Window Seat, “Grand larceny, you stole 
my damn heart from me.” 

• The parking lot princess and the man in the moon represent an eerie, bleak suburban setting 
where a high school girl never found love but dances alone in a parking lot. The man in the 
moon watches her and doesn’t want to come out in the sky yet, because he wants her peaceful 
evening to never end. 

• For twenty four years, I’ve been leaning with my back against a car and my hands in my 
pockets and haven’t been taking action. All I do is write and dwell on the worlds inside of  my 
notebooks. 

• My town has never had a prophet. Therefore, everybody thinks they are going to be the first 
prophet from our town. In reality, that’s nonsense, and I don’t want to pay it any mind. 

• I’ve been running from my first broken heart for so long that my legs are two aching limbs and 
I need a first aid kit to repair the bleeding. 

• I proudly showcase the first experiences I had that upset me by keeping my first broken bones 
out in the open beside me. 

• Due to the beginning of  the cold weather at the start of  autumn, color leaves my face and 
transfers to the trees which notoriously change color in upstate New York. My world gets more 
black and white the farther I get from my old life and old happiness. 

• A Quarter Century of  our lives is packed into cardboard boxes, as we are moving on to a new 
era. 

• I am the suicide singer. I tried to give myself  time to grow and to experience real life before 
writing a new album about it. Instead, it felt like I was sacrificing everything. The highs and 
lows are what define life. 



• I dreamed while not doing anything and standing still with my feet on cold bathroom tiles. 
Before I know it, I’ll be an old man at the end of  my life waiting for my train of  death to arrive. 

• Ever since I was a kid, I have mourned the loss of  a sense of  home. It began with my parents 
breaking up and was probably amplified by moving from house to house throughout my 
childhood. I try to acknowledge now that my old sense of  home isn’t permanently gone and 
can be recreated if  I discover a new place in my head that will provide that sense of  happiness. 

Andrew Rose 
• This song originally began as a real letter I typed on a typewriter and planned to mail Andrew 

Rose to tell him how much he has impacted my life. I explain this in detail in my book. This 
song is now my letter to Andrew Rose. 

• Andrew Rose is a folk artist who was my songwriting teacher at the Virginia summer camp 
where I learned to write songs and where I first met Annie. The camp is called the Young 
Writers Workshop, which is why this song is a letter from a Young Writer to Andrew Rose. 

• Andrew Rose gave me more than the ability to write songs: he gave me longevity with Annie. 
He performed his song at camp called “But I Neglected to Say,” and the lyrics of  it became the 
mantra of  our long-distance relationship. Before we admitted we liked each other, and we were 
still largely strangers, Annie and I would constantly text each other the lyrics: “I neglected to 
mention you’re on my mind, all the time.” I reference this lyric on Garden of  the Angels. 

• The beat for Andrew Rose samples that song from 2009, “But I Neglected to Say.” 
• I wrote this song in my dad’s old house, the house I most associate with the idea of  home. My 

family lived there all together when I was a kid. The house was being sold when I went to visit 
for a few last times and wrote my letter to Andrew Rose, pieces of  the original lyrics to Mourn, 
and filmed a video for A Quarter Century. 

• I used the pedal steel guitar parts to capture the southern, country feeling of  summer camp in 
Virginia. 

• As magical of  an experience as camp was, I didn’t want to go back the second year because I 
knew it couldn’t live up to the first year. If  I knew now that I would daydream about it for years 
to come, I would have gone back again. 

• My grandpa and I drove there in a Volkswagen van that he used for motocross racing. 
• Annie taught me how to “old fashion dance” on a coffeeshop floor at camp. 
• The sun rising for Young Writers has two meanings. On the last night of  camp, there is a ritual 

where you stay up all night without sleeping and watch the sunrise on the lawn the next 
morning. We referred to this tradition as Dawn on the Lawn, which you hear me mention on 
Garden of  the Angels in “to illustrate the dawn’s beauty when the lawn lit up.” Annie and I 
stayed up all night together and I largely credit this evening with giving our relationship a lot of  
momentum. Another meaning is that for people who are young and inspired and pursuing 
their dream of  writing, the sun simply seems to rise higher than for the rest of  society. 

• Some things are better left unsent. Perhaps I shouldn’t have told this to Andrew Rose or 
confessed my love to Annie. 

• We might both die young. In other words, Andrew Rose and I will live unpredictable lives as 
musicians, like poets who die young. Our songs will outlast us. I was named after the poet 
Dylan Thomas who died at thirty nine. 

• I fell out of  touch with Andrew Rose and the other beautiful characters I met at camp in the 
years after attending. I wonder where he went and imagine him lost as an unknown traveler 
with only his guitar. 



• “May the light of  a dead rock star take you home.” — We studied many great songwriters at 
camp, who I playfully refer to as rock stars. These included Bob Dylan, Daniel Johnston, 
Leonard Cohen, Regina Spektor, Ray LaMontagne, and so many more. I hope that Andrew 
Rose’s insight on these great writers can lead him to where he wants to go in life. Of  course, 
this plays on the idea of  how stars that are already dead still shine and we often wish upon 
them for the things we want. 

• Inside of  my heart is the only place that time cannot change. My body will get wrinkles and 
creases but my feelings on camp, Andrew Rose, and the great adventure will remain the same. 

• The bridge of  Ray LaMontagne’s song “Burn” always fascinated me. We studied this at camp. 
I reference it in Garden of  the Ashes. This line has a double meaning for how the final 
evening’s sunrise tradition was so bright and warm that it could burn bridges. 

• Songwriting, which Andrew Rose taught me, is everything I know. I can’t type the letter to him 
because I only know how to express myself  in song form. 

• The young girl who gave me a rainbow is Annie — she gave me happiness that lit up my life 
and filled it with color. This refers again to the young girl who gives Bob Dylan a rainbow in “A 
Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall” which we studied at camp and I reference on A Quarter Century. 

• “We can live forever in the stories that we’ve told.” — Andrew Rose told an unforgettable, 
hilarious story on the final night of  camp that was forty-five minutes long and as perfectly 
crafted as a stand-up comedy set. His story will live forever in all of  our minds. I will have a 
chance to live forever in the story of  my album that I’m telling in the present day. Our stories 
don’t get old, but we do. 

Wrinkles 
• This song marks the beginning of  a change in the album, where I see my life as a fresh start 

and begin living in the present moment with the days of  camp and my old relationship behind 
me. 

• “Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me.” — I love you so much that I want you to stay 
young forever, even when I’ve grown old and life has passed me by. 

• I feel like I’ve slept through most of  my adult life. On the days where I overslept, my time to 
pursue my dreams in the real world was much shorter.  

• I feel like I am the only person who has been left behind by life and my past, stuck in a younger 
version of  myself  while everyone else grows up. This younger version of  me will never get 
wrinkles, so I implore the listener and the characters in the song to not move on without me. 

• The sky in Colorado seems to have its own unique shade of  watercolor blue. This is the same 
color my face turns when I lose somebody and it reminds me of  losing my first true love. 

• At 1:25, the door creaking noise represents me seeing my grandpa in the afterlife. This same 
sound effect appears on Mourn. 

• “Honestly, we won’t be here for much longer.” — Our lives aren’t going to last that long, so you 
should tell the people you love that you love them and try the things that terrify you. 

• I’m a nowhere kid from a nowhere town, which I also say in the second verse of  Creases. 
• My friends and people I loved who have passed away will never get wrinkles, because they 

didn’t ever get the opportunity to grow old. Therefore, by passing away, they fulfill the promise 
of  not getting wrinkles before me. They get to stay young forever, and sadly, it’s only in death 
that they do. 

• If  my friends did get wrinkles before me, I would be lonely for the rest of  our lives because I’d 
be the only person who is stuck in one age forever. I mention myself  being stuck this way on 



Break Some Ice and in many other places on the album. I am not alone in my permanently 
youthful perspective, however, because the people I’ve lost were frozen in time that way, too. 

The Only Torn-Up Boy in New York 
• This song outlines all of  the things that have informed the perspective of  my music: a heavy 

heart, a broken home, memories that fell apart, my medicine drawers, and the parking lot 
imagery of  the small towns of  my childhood. 

• The saints of  the summer originally was another name for Neighborhood Saints. I often felt 
guilty for not visiting my grandpa enough before he passed away. 

• A big idea can come out of  a small town. 
• I felt like the only boy in New York who still lived at home during my lonely years after college. 
• New York never gave me closure on the things that haunted me. 
• I confessed my love to Annie in the original Garden of  the Gods mailing package, but I must 

have had the wrong address because it didn’t end up the way I dreamed. 
• In my mind, I nickname the years in which I lived at home “grief  season.” I lost my grandpa to 

cancer, lost friends and watched friends lose people they loved, and another family member of  
mine had cancer at the same time. This is what I mean by “the season of  getting sick to your 
stomach.” 

• My face is torn apart from grief  season, as it appears on the front album cover. 
• My soul used to be a protected, private place with a fence around it, but now it’s been 

vandalized and spray painted with graffiti. 
• The falling out I had with Annie caused an avalanche. I will let its lessons carry me through the 

rest of  time. 
• “Adult lessons” is just a compound word of  “adolescence.” I learned about adult-like things 

such as heartbreak at an early age. 
• We may never climb out of  the holes in our stories that we’ve fallen into. 
• I’m not alone because all of  New York and the tristate region is resting on my collarbone. 
• Blackout poetry involves crossing out everything besides the right words. I imagine myself  

drunk and lost and in a state of  self-sabotage on my quest to see only the right words I’ve been 
searching for to compose this album. 

• “Here I am, another person torn up.” — Back in my memories before I experienced grief  
season, I felt like I was the only person who hadn’t yet been ripped apart by grief  and 
heartbreak and other sad realities. In other words, I hadn’t gotten wrinkles yet. At the end of  
this song, though, I am starting to acknowledge that I am now torn up by life just like everyone 
else. 

• “This is how it feels to start something over.” — Like on Creases and Neighborhood Saints, I 
refer to my life now as starting over again. Putting myself  back together has given me a new 
beginning. 

• We all get lost on our course, and a lot of  people don’t ever find closure or find their way back 
to themselves. Now that I feel like I am on the path back to myself  after being torn up, I feel as 
if  I am the only boy who is alive in New York.  

• As a kid, I lived with my grandparents for some time and there was a “Simon and Garfunkel: 
The Concert in Central Park” poster on the back of  the door to my room. I would fall asleep 
many nights dreaming of  that poster, and now I am living out the concept of  being “The Only 
Living Boy in New York,” a highly loved song of  theirs. 



Bones and Ribs 
• Aidan and I both experienced similar things in our time living in New York City, and so I asked 

him to join me on this song. 
• When you’ve lost yourself  to a great extent, you can barely recognize yourself  in the mirror. 

Aidan and I were both avid runners around this time in our lives, and we would each run 
feverishly along the East River or through the city in attempts to escape our current lives as we 
grew increasingly unhappy with the present time. 

• When you change who you are, you may wear different clothes, but you still have the same 
problems beneath them. 

• This song is about me trying so hard to block out loneliness in my life — through running, 
walking alone on New York City rooftops, looking for poetry in everything — that I strip away 
all of  the happiness in my life and am left with only its bare-boned core: a skeleton of  an old 
version of  me. 

• By the end of  the song, I am attempting to acknowledge that I have gotten older, but that it’s 
okay to change. I’m no longer the same kid I used to be.  

• The wind drives this concept home by reminding me of  old relatives at family gatherings who 
pinch my cheek and tell me “you’ve gotten older, kid.” 

• “The times you won’t remember.” — Those people who were involved with impacting my life 
so much may not even remember the times that have been so important and dear to my heart. 

• “Still broken from the pain we had as kids.” — The chips in the bones of  my skeleton first 
started in my childhood, and they continuously impact me today. 

Ending Credits 
• This song, of  course, takes place in a movie theater. 
• The town we nicknamed heaven refers to death. I imagine myself  and someone I love driving 

through the afterlife, and it looks a lot like a heartwarming small town. 
• The concept concludes the album: when looking back on our lives, we finally see them for the 

movie they were meant to be all along. 
• The bags under my eyes is a repeating motif  that I have used on The Book Report, this song, 

and will use on a future song called Parachute Kid. It’s my mission in life to use every possible 
“bags under my eyes” pun in my music. 

• The “always” that repeats is a motif  that first appeared on Mourn. It represents people that I’d 
want to be in the ending credits of  my movie and have helped make me who I am. The person 
I love in this song deserves to be in there just like my grandparents do. 

• Everybody has moments in life where they wish they could close their eyes like children do 
during frightening movie scenes. 

• In the beginning of  the song, we enter the movie theater under a marquee entrance, and in the 
end, we leave the theater under a marquee exit. That remains up for interpretation. 

Holes In Our Stories 
• This outro is the album’s epilogue. 
• We all have holes in our stories. Everybody has experienced impactful things that never got 

repaired, patched up, or reached their proper conclusion.  
• What matters is if  you fall into them. It doesn’t matter that these things happen, it matters how 

much you get lost in them.  



• This song cycles through all of  the holes we now have at our present age: holes in our stories 
from general grief, holes in the wall from relationships that ended abruptly, and holes in the 
concrete where we buried those we have lost.  

• Anyone who doesn’t have holes in their story by now is alone, because everyone eventually 
needs to accept that some things in their life will not be given their proper conclusion. No one 
has a perfect story. 

• Missing Annie has evolved from longing for her to longing for the person I was when I was with 
her. 

• Our bonfires, also referred to on Neighborhood Saints, no longer burn as bright as they used to 
without all of  our old friends being there with us. 

• We all have creases across our heads, tying back to the chorus idea on the song Creases: that we 
all end up with permanent marks of  life’s impressions on us. 

• Where do we go from here my friend? This is the same question I ask on Break Some Ice at the 
beginning of  the album. The album is supposed to exist in an infinite loop and this song closes 
that loop. 

• Rather than promising me you won’t get wrinkles and get older, simply promise me you won’t 
fall so deeply into the holes in your story again, the way that I did with mine. 

• The song ends with The Book Report riff. It’s a symbol of  my story continuing. This is the 
melody that starts my albums Senioritis, Keep Your Friends Close, and There’s More To Life. 
On this one, it ends the album to symbolize a new beginning. 
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       reak Some Ice 

My roaring twenties were quiet. 
This is for anybody who has ever felt frozen in their life. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 
Music by Skinny Atlas 

Recorded in Dylan’s apartment 
Mixed by Jason Moss 

Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

The roaring twenties were 
Probably not as loud as they should have been 
My roaring twenties were quiet 

As quiet as the center of  the ocean 
As quiet as a frozen lake in the middle of  winter 
In upstate New York where it always snows 

The roaring twenties were as quiet as the other end of  the phone 
But I’ll keep trying to call you 
Until I hear an echo back 
And I get that sound of  regurgitated clarity 

The roaring twenties were as quiet 
As the Museum of  Natural History in the middle of  the night 
And I think I took you there once 
To watch digital stars spin on the ceiling 
From old velour theater seats while someone’s nine-month-old baby cried 

The roaring twenties were as still as my writer’s block 
Which I’m constantly drifting in and out of  
My ice patch of  thawing inspiration 
Floating across some unnamed ocean somewhere 
Thinking that if  I survive 
I’ll claim I was an explorer of  sorts 
Of  my split-personality childhood 
Of  my great American highway shoulder piggyback journeys home 
Where me, a younger me, and all my tributary best friends 

Experience cuts for the first time 

B



Fall in love for the first time 
Sleep outside in someone’s front yard for the first time 
Dry our eyes with someone’s cotton sleeve in the back of  a school bus for the first time 
Sleep on waiting room floors for the first time 
Watch our parents get divorced for the first time 
Experience it all for the first time 

And watch our wisest relatives’ physical bodies crumble 
Into a million little scattered pieces 
As we get down on our hands and knees 
And try to pick them all up from the cutting room floor 
We’ll stitch them back together into a beautiful thing 

A scene comes into view 
A movie starts 

Where do we go from here my friend? 
Where do we go from here my friend 
To patch up all the holes in our stories? 

On and on, the rocking constant calm, the onslaught 
Don’t stop me now before I find the love that someone raffles off  
My opera highs 
My grand piano lows 
And the forgotten novels of  my unpainted bedroom walls 
The roaring twenties were as patient as the letters 
That I still consider sending out to Anne as she progresses 
Through the mountains where she walks 
Through the altitudes of  gods 
I only see her when I travel 
Through my albums, through my songs 
And though my flaws may not be seen 
They’re the cause of  all my dreams 
I wear them every single day 
They’re like the scar that’s on my cheek 
And I believe that there’s a place that nobody’s been too honest with 
And that our true feelings are wide enough to move continents 
Drifting in and out of  consciousness 
Drifting in and out of  self-consciousness 
I can’t believe I held on to this 
I can’t believe I held on to this 
For real 
I can’t believe I held on to this 
Now I’m almost in my mid-twenties 
Going on nineteen 
Trying on the costumes in my attic like they’re my grief  



My spiderwebs and teenage box of  suicide goodbye schemes 
I’m trying to slow the shutter down 
Learn to let the light leak 
My single mom is sleeping on the couch again 
I see the kitchen light on late 
As I pass Molly’s house again 
Is love this faint for all of  us? 
I’ll shout until I’m out of  breath 
And bound to let my voice 
Remove the youth out of  my fountain pen 
These are the pains that I take with the great adventure 
The days that I’ve laid to rest 
As my age begets the potential 
Of  raising hell up against the invasion of  waves they left you 
And placed you in safe saving 
Displaced you in case of  death 
You’ll never know until you live it 
So get out there and live it 
Get out there and break some ice 
I want to see you drifting 
You’ll never know until you live it 
So get out there and live it 
Get out there and break some ice kid 
I want to see you drifting 



          

       
         

         reases 

Inspired by the way that no one can hide from getting older 
And our tendency to start at the beginning of  the end. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 

Music by Skinny Atlas and Dylan Owen 
Electric guitar played by Devin Arne 

Live bass played by Nate Sander 
Violin played by Gabe Valle 

Background vocals by Andrew Arne, Conor Burnett, 
Andrew Laskaris, Beth Oldis, Chelsea Wertheim, Regina Zaremba 

Recorded at Stand Up Sound by Ernesto Valenzuela 
Additional recording in Dylan’s apartment 

Mixed by Billy Centenaro 
Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

Some days I want to start it all over 
Let’s begin 
I used to lay on train tracks under heaven 
With a dusty microphone and some medicine 
I grew up in a Catholic town 
And taught myself  all seven deadly sins 
x2 

We all have friends who got 
Holes in their parachutes 
Got sick of  living 
Couldn’t cure em with a miracle 
It’s simple, if  you’re tired of  life then go rest 
Who says you can’t have new beginnings with old friends? 
Yeah that memory is paralyzed 
On Hilltop Mountain Drive 
Ghost had a secret to passing through a power line 
I know we don’t talk now but thanks for your camaraderie  
Somehow I felt lighter with Molly laying on top of  me 

We all end up with creases on our faces 
We all end up with fault lines on our skin 
We all end up with highways across our foreheads 
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And they might not lead us home again 
We all end up with pages to be proud of  
We all end up with roadmaps to begin 
Back at the ending 
But when that time comes up 
I want to start all over again 

I want to start all over my friend. 

I want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over again 
I want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over again 
Let’s begin 

Some days I feel like I’m nowhere bound 
I’m a nowhere kid from a nowhere town 
My favorite life advice was inscribed on the bleachers 
Favorite lines of  poetry were the stripes on my sneakers 
And my mom’s old boyfriend would lecture me that grief  hurts 
And at his mother’s wake, said we ascend through rebirths 
Well tell the grim reaper if  he wants any more of  my friends 
Then next time he’s gotta get through me first 
We all had a golden ticket 
That wasn’t ours to cash 
I keep mine hidden in a half-empty hourglass 
They say the worst scars need the most air to heal 
But I could see the whole world rotate from that ferris wheel 
In Iowa 

We all end up with creases on our faces 
We all end up with fault lines on our skin 
We all end up with highways across our foreheads 
And they might not lead us home again 
We all end up with pages to be proud of  
We all end up with roadmaps to begin 
Back at the ending 
But when that time comes up 
I want to start all over again 

I want to start all over my friend. 

I want to start all over 
Want to start all over 



Want to start all over again 
I want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over again 
I want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over again 
I want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over again 
Let’s begin 

Some days I want to start it all over 
Let’s begin 
I used to lay on train tracks under heaven 
With a dusty microphone and some medicine 
I grew up in a Catholic town 
And taught myself  all seven deadly sins 
We all have friends who got 
Holes in their parachutes 
Got sick of  living 
Couldn’t cure em with a miracle 
It’s simple, never tie up your life with loose ends 
Who says you can’t have old beginnings with new friends? 

I want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 

(with old and new friends) 
Start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over 
Want to start all over again 
I want to start all over my friend 

Let’s begin. 



 

             
            arden of  the Ashes  

Inspired by the movie script ending our story never had. 
For Anne, forever ago. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 
Music by Skinny Atlas 

Recorded at Stand Up Sound by Ernesto Valenzuela 
Mixed by Billy Centenaro 

Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

When we meet again 
When we, when we meet again 
When we meet again 
When we, when we meet again 
When we meet again 
When we, when we meet again 
We will not be strangers anymore... 
When we meet again 
When we, when we meet again 
When we meet again 
When we, when we meet again 
We will not be strangers anymore... 

When we meet again 
It might be New York or the city of  the rain 
Or maybe not until our next life 
And if  so, then I get closer to you every day 
Cuz ever since we started 
We built ourselves a garden 
That somehow got filled with flames 
And I feel like a liar now 
For six years I’ve tried and found 
A song that brings tears to your eyes won’t put this fire out 
Instead, it only makes it burn harder 
Only makes it hurt stronger 
Only makes it last longer 
Only makes me sure that my words 
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That once were pure by now have turned somber 
Once they turn up on your front lawn 
And I’m still trying to process 
Everything I cared for 
I’m still looking for your face on strangers in an airport 
If  it all comes down to a ticket I haven’t purchased yet 
Then I’m afraid I’ll still be searching…when 

When we meet again, when we when we meet again 
I don’t want to let this go but we’ve reached the end 
And if  we never return 
I’ll just stand here forever and burn 
…Burn, burn. 
When we meet again, when we when we meet again 
I don’t want to let you go, but we’ve reached the end 
So if  we never return, 
I’ll just stand here forever 
With my hands on my chest and I’ll… 

Burn 
The only way we know how 
I’ll burn right through my clothes now 
Burn like the emotions that we’ve grown out of  
Burn like the fires in your Colorado hometown 
Burn like your brother in the hospital 
Burn like my grandfather when we had to watch him go 
Burn like that empty space when you don’t have an answer 
Burn like that feeling when you lose someone you love to ______ 
All the forbidden words that hit you first 
Life went easy on us most of  the time but it didn’t work 
Enough to bend my feelings back, 
Enough that I could live and learn 
Enough to know you're happy now 
And that just makes me insecure 
Well hallelujah 
All I learned from love was how to shoot somebody who outdrew ya, 
And you did first 
If  I could fit our biographies into six words 
I 
Would  
Not 
Be 
This 
Hurt 



When we meet again, when we when we meet again 
I don’t want to let this go but we’ve reached the end 
And if  we never return 
I’ll just stand here forever and burn 
When we meet again, when we when we meet again 
I don’t want to let you go, but we’ve reached the end 
So if  we never return, 
I’ll just stand here forever 
With my hands on my chest and I’ll… 
Burn 

This song is dedicated 
To anyone who’s ever been kept awake with some unbearable loss 
Just living there in their thoughts 
That won’t die 
No matter how hard you try slamming the door 
And as I finally start to walk away, you can’t hear me at all 
So goddamnit Annie, I know it’s terrible for us 
But it’s been great 
My words are dead weight 
And I’ll carry the corpse until my muscles tear 
I’ll jump in there and I’ll bury the torch that burns 
You know me — I want that movie scene ending 
Where I’m sprinting down the airport, pumped, bearing it all 
Married or not, up in paradise I’m prepared to be wrong 
But almost positive you’re proud of  the space that you’ve spared in your heart 
So here I am again, I’m clearly alone 
Running down the aisle with my miracle song 
Here I am again, Anne, I’m clearly alone 
Running down the aisle with my miracle song 

When we meet again, when we when we meet again 
I don’t want to let you go, but we’ve reached the end 
And if  we never return 
I’ll just stand here forever and burn 
One last time! 
When we meet again, when we when we meet again 
I don’t want to let you go, but we’ve reached the end 
So if  you never return, 
I’ll just stand here forever 
Every chance that I get to 
And burn. 



         

        

           ourn 

Dedicated to anybody who has ever lost a grandparent. 
Rest in peace to my grandpa John Spear. They’ll name the streets after you. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Featuring Chanele McGuinness, Regina Zaremba 

Produced by Skinny Atlas 
Music by Skinny Atlas, Dylan Owen 

Violin played by Gabe Valle 
Live bass played by Nate Sander 
Recorded at Sweet Sounds NYC 

Additional recording in Dylan’s apartment 
Mixed by Jason Moss 

Mastered by Chris Gehringer 
Single artwork by Dylan Owen, Tom Flynn 

I know it's cloudy in heaven tonight 
I know it's cloudy in heaven tonight 
I know it's cloudy in heaven tonight 
I know it's crowded in heaven tonight 

My grandpa always had the worst posture 
And he still bent over backwards for us 
If  he could see my lack of  work ethic now 
He would probably say I'm asking for it 
The angels came to take him out of  Orange County 
To finally tell him that his battle’s over 
Well I'm convinced that not every last goodbye 
That we have has to be a tragic moment 
Now that we're older no one’s here to lift the casket for us 
No one’s here to tell us how to hold it 
It's just a balancing act between the sadness we have 
And the amount that we keep at our shoulders 
Me and all my little cousins broke down  
After the mass was over, standing at the altar 
I'm just thankful we had him always 
I'm just thankful that we got to know him 
Me and my crazy grandpa followed that roadmap 
Down the entire east coast 
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I slept like a child, 
My head against the seatbelt 
Knowing when I woke up we'd finally be close 
Enough to Virginia where I figured was my promised land 
And in the winter must be where all of  the green goes 
My grandpa said the rosary, 
And talked about the traffic on the radio 
That day and how it seemed slow 
I don't pretend to know the steps that we walk 
But we all have someone special we've lost 
And we never look ahead anymore, 
Instead we just mourn, so can we just… 
mourn. 

Let's mourn all the time we've killed 
In an old café where it's always pouring rain against the window 
I can hardly talk the way we always used to, so I just get over it 
And follow the breadcrumbs home again 
I know that they might lead me off  
Somewhere different this time around 
It's all I've got, just a little bit of  light left for the unlit road 

I've always had the worst posture, and I know where I got it from 
My mom's side always had a lot of  fighting Irish stories 
And a whole lot of  forgotten ones 
When the devils finally take me out of  Orange County 
They'll have to drag me out of  it 
They'll find me with my hands in my pockets 
Walking down the highway, just wandering around again 
Cause dying isn't like the movies 
It isn't a decision 
Where the body disappears in something physical you witness 
Where the person that you love goes into critical condition 
And the local priest shows up to give him his confession just in time 
Nah, you don't get that, instead you get a whole bunch of  mishaps 
A whole bunch of  
I wish I did this or did that 
Or said this or hugged him harder on his deathbed 
My grandpa John was a printer, he was born with ink on his hands 
So given the chance 
When I write now I watch the ink spill on the page 
And if  I'm thinking of  him it's like I’m bringing him back  
Wherever he's been, I wish that I could listen again 
Through every trip or event, he drove me to visit Anne 
He left big shoes that I hope I can fit in the end 
And be just like him and die with ink on my hands 



No when I die I want to die with blood on my hands 
And the blood it'll be yours, Grandpa 
Cuz these days we never look ahead when we talk 
Instead we just mourn, so once again can we just… 
mourn. 

Let's mourn all the time we've killed 
In an old café where it's always pouring rain against the window 
I can hardly talk the way we always used to, so I just get over it 
And follow the breadcrumbs home again 
I know that they might lead me off  
Somewhere different this time around 
It's all I've got, just a little bit of  light left for the unlit road 

I know it's cloudy in heaven tonight 
I know it's cloudy in heaven tonight 
I know it's cloudy in heaven tonight 
I know it's cloudy in heaven tonight 

I know it's crowded in heaven tonight 
But can you let my Grandpa in? 
I know it's crowded in heaven tonight 
But can you let my Grandpa in? 
I know it's crowded in heaven tonight 
But can you let my Grandpa in? 
I know it's crowded in heaven tonight 
But can you let my Grandpa in? 
I know it's crowded in heaven tonight… 



 

                      eighborhood Saints 

Dedicated to the people from our town who became neighborhood saints. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Featuring Louka 

Produced by Skinny Atlas 
Music by Skinny Atlas 
Trumpet by Nate Sander 

Electric guitar by Tommy McCormick 
Recorded at Stand Up Sound by Ernesto Valenzuela 

Additional recording at Engine Room Audio by Rob Grimaldi 
Mixed by Billy Centenaro 

Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

I almost broke my knees, landing in the backyard with you 
When we jumped from your second story bathroom window 
And all the glass and mildew, that we went crashing into 
Not every leap of  faith we need to take will be that sacrificial 
So we jumped from your house, hopped the wood fence 
And ran through those backyards without leaving footprints 
Sprinted through our late teen years in search of  something 
My dad says “You might not know what home is in your early twenties” 
And if  so, I don’t know how to find guidance 
By now most of  our friends got rich or died trying 
And I’ve been waiting on a time that we can stop lying 
When we think back on our lives and pour a drink out on the bonfire 
There’s nothing worse than a burden this ingrained 
There’s no soul search worth it where your soul isn’t in pain 
There’s no cure for being homesick when it hits your veins 
So listen, this is a prayer for the neighborhood saints 
I tend to see the past like a religion, and I confess 
I’ve followed it for long enough and it’s not gonna rise again 
We all have parts of  us that die, and there’s a time to part with them 
I just hope I get the chance to start again 
When the saints go marching in 

Oh when the saints go marching in 
When the saints go marching in 
We’ll see our friends from the neighborhood again 
When the saints go marching in 
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It almost broke my spirit, all the news I had to tell you 
As we talked about the parts of  our lives that wouldn’t last forever 
Some things go missing, that adventure turns wise 
We’re all just kids dealing with death for the first time 
Beneath the cold silence of  a neighborhood wake 
Waiting in line to say a prayer for the neighborhood saints 
A whole room of  old pictures, enslaved in wood frames 
Of  a young face that later would change 
When I die, 
Give my notebooks to Anne 
My roadtrips to Dan 
My ribcage to Alaska, my cigar case to Sam 
My love notes to Kay, before my love notes decay 
My fingerprints to my mom, she can unfold my pain 
My canteens to Elaine 
My camp days to Jenny 
My fanbase to Kia Ro 
My landscapes to Ricky 
The scars from my skin to my hometown skies 
Give the stars back to Regina that I took from out her eyes 
Cuz I tend to see the future like a miracle, and I’m afraid 
I’ve waited for it long enough, and I’m not who it’s here to save 
And I don’t fear it anyway, cuz I know we can start again 
I just hope I’m not the only martyr then  
When the saints go marching in  

Oh when the saints go marching in 
When the saints go marching in 
We’ll see our friends from the neighborhood again 
When the saints go marching in 

Please rest in peace to the lives that died inside of  us 
I know it’s tough when good people leave our lives 
We just need a little time and it’ll all be okay 
Cuz when we get to heaven we’ll know a whole lot of  saints 
Please rest in peace to the lives that died inside of  us 
I know it’s tough when good people leave our lives 
We just need a little time and it’ll all be okay 
Cuz when we get to heaven we’ll know a whole lot of  saints 
Please rest in peace there are lives that died inside of  us, 
I know it’s tough when good people leave our lives 
We just need a little time and it’ll all be okay 
Cuz when we get to heaven 
We’ll know a whole lot of  saints. 



A   uarter Century 

Inspired by my twenty-fifth birthday. 
I’m glad I made it here so I could write this song. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
One-take recording done by Dylan Owen in his bedroom 

Tomorrow I turn 25 
All my friends are getting high 
I’m joking that the speed of  life is catching up to me 
With all the weaker ways we pass the time 
Blow our smoke and act surprised 
When someone sees a message in the chemicals we breathe 
I know I’m tired now from that alone 
Wearing someone’s tattered clothes 
To sneak out of  the house 
And walk on eggshells through the leaves 
So I panic like a parent would 
Kick my habits out for good 
I’ll see you at the wake 
When our captains 
Rest in peace 

The miracles we buried beneath 
Our living room couches 
Someday they’ll come back to me 
If  I leave home without them 
I don’t know the meaning of  life, or what life means to me 
But until that great adventure arrives 
This is how we’ll always be 

Remember turning seventeen 
With emptiness ahead of  me 
Then a girl named Anne gave me a rainbow I could keep 
To color in my happiness 
In sanctuary mattress beds 
That weren’t as black and white as all my airport poetry 
And every stupid song I sent to you 
In post office confessionals 
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Most of  the words we write are someday 
Torn up into sheets 
Maybe this is goodbye for good 
Someday I might write our book 
We’d make a great story 
But that one’s escaping me 

And I hope your new boyfriend has posture 
Like the Colorado mountains 
I hope he’s tall and wise just like them 
Cuz if  not how’s he helping? 
Annie I can draw you a sun, I can draw you a sea 
But until our great adventure revives 
This is where we’ll always be 

I hope my grandpa made some friends 
Just Wandering Around again 
Telling everybody stories of  his favorite teams 
And all the trophies they hang on the walls 
Of  championship basketball 
How my momma had the strongest shot in the whole league 
This town will hold a mass for you 
And name all the streets after you 
And all the people that you loved will get up there to read 
Remember racing in your van 
In and out of  traffic jams 
I can’t believe I made that flight to Colorado Springs 

I hope that there’s somewhere we can go 
If  paradise is crowded 
I know you’ll find your place in the sun, because I see you in my shadow 
I don’t know the meaning of  death, or what death means to me 
But until that great adventure arrives 
This is who I’ll always be 

Tomorrow I turn 25 
I don’t wanna laugh or cry 
I’m joking that the grim reaper is catching up with me 
And all the parables I tell myself  
Like someday this’ll all unveil 
For now the footnotes still have bandages that wrap their feet 

And this hand-me-down emotion you’ve left 
Out for me barely fits 
It’s just a quarter century kid 
You can’t be sick of  it yet 



I don’t know the meaning of  life, or what life means to be 
But until that great adventure arrives 
Until that great adventure arrives… 



 

              ingerprints 

Inspired by the time it took to heal the crime scene of  my first broken heart. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Co-produced by Skinny Atlas, Devin Arne 

Music by Dylan Owen, Skinny Atlas, Devin Arne 
Acoustic guitar played by Devin Arne 

Live bass played by Nate Sander 
Electric guitar played by Nate Sander 

Additional live drums played by Nate Sander 
Lead background vocals by Regina Zaremba 

Background vocals by Andrew Arne, Skinny Atlas, 
Chloe Borthwick, Conor Burnett, Andrew Laskaris, 

Beth Oldis, Gabe Valle, Chelsea Wertheim, Regina Zaremba 
Recorded at Sweet Sounds NYC 

Additional recording by Tommy McCormick at Lovesound Studios in Walden, NY 
Mixed by Billy Centenaro 

Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

I wish that we could leave behind 
The remnants of  our old lives 
And start again  
Once we've wiped clean  
All the fingerprints 
Cuz I'm the only one that’s out here now 
If  you do come back around 
I'm worried that you'll see I wasn't innocent 

And I never left 
I'm still right here hanging on 

The parking lot princess spins dancing in her prom dress 
The man in the moon frets wonders if  he's on yet 
He's seen a lot of  things, a lot he couldn't process 
For 24 years I've had my hands in my pockets 
And my back against the car, notebooks under my armpit 
When you come from a town that's never had a prophet 
Everybody's almost famous they just haven't had their shot yet 
To be honest I don't want to fill my head with that nonsense 
Dark fills the clouds and heaven starts shifting 
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Rain floods the streets until everybody's swimming 
I'm cursing up a storm as I talk under my breath 
It's just like us to be in over our heads 

I never left 
I'm still right here hanging on 
I'm still right here 

I've got a first aid kit and two aching limbs 
They always say that there's a first time for everything 
I'm tired of  wearing my first broken heart out on my sleeve 
I've got a first class plan to be no one now 
Got a first hand account of  what it's all about 
Being lonely as hell with my first broken bones out beside me 

And I never left 
I'm still right here hanging on 

It's almost autumn now I feel it in my cheeks 
As my face loses color, gives it back to the trees 
I still can't believe how the time passes by us 
Quarter century of  our lives packed in cardboard boxes 
The suicide singer steps back from the microphone 
He sacrificed everything to get a little time to grow 
Lived a lot of  melodies, sang a lot of  highs and lows 
And wrote it on his forearm, "life is only rock n roll" 
I've waited twenty four years to get a taste of  it 
A bathroom tile dreamer, bathing in my vacantness 
An old man waiting at the train station's end 
It's just like me to hang on by a thread 

I never left 
I'm still right here hanging on 
I'm still right here 

I've got a first aid kit and two aching limbs 
They always say that there's a first time for everything 
I'm tired of  wearing my first broken heart out on my sleeve 
I've got a first class plan to be no one now 
Got a first hand account of  what it's all about 
Being lonely as hell with my first broken bones out beside me 

And I never left 
I'm still right here hanging on 



Home isn't a place that we left 
Isn't a place that we left 
It's just a place in our heads 
And we'll find it again 
No one's breaking my home 
Home isn't a place that we left 
Isn't a place that we left 
It's just a place in our heads 
And we'll find it again 
No one's breaking my home 

Home isn't a place that we left 
Isn't a place that we left 
It's just a place in our heads 
And we're finally home 

No one's breaking my first aid kit and two aching limbs 
They always say that there's a first time for everything 
But I'm tired of  wearing my first broken heart out on my sleeve 
I've got a first class plan to be no one now 
Got a first hand account of  what it's all about 
Being lonely as hell with my first broken bones out beside me 
And I never left 

I wish that we could leave behind 
The remnants of  our old lives 
And start again 
Once we've wiped clean  
All the fingerprints 



 

        ndrew Rose 

Inspired by the letters we write but never send. Dedicated to ARG. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 

Sample of  “But I Neglected to Say” by Andrew Rose Gregory (2009) 
Music by Skinny Atlas 

Pedal steel guitar played by Paul Hilton 
Recorded at Stand Up Sound by Ernesto Valenzuela 

Mixed by Billy Centenaro 
Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

This is a letter from a young writer to Andrew Rose 

I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In a house that my family’s about to sell 
Writing you a letter that I’ll probably never send 
I guess some things are better left unsaid 
I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In a house that my family’s about to sell 
Everything comes to pass us by when it’s old 
We might both die young… 

But doesn't every kid dream of  camp 
Sunshine beneath a ceiling fan 
The sweat of  sunscreen between your hands 
The never ending dream you kept in your heart 
And a roommate who talks to himself  in the dark 
With all the wonders of  a top bunk twin bed 
When there's not much that you’ve crossed off  your bucket list yet 
Cuz you’ve got big dreams 
But when you’re 16 
Everything feels like a misstep... 
And if  I knew what I know now, I’d go back again 
Cram all my summer clothes into that Volkswagen van 
Clear the coffeehouse floor out, let’s old fashioned dance 
...show me how to hold back my hands when I don’t have a chance 
Clearly there’s nothing but love guiding 
If  those parts of  us are gone for good, I hope they come find us 
Someday 
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I hope our confines can unwind 
Thinking back 
On how the sun rises 
For young writers 

As I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In a house that my family’s about to sell 
Writing you a letter that I’ll probably never send 
I guess some things are better left unsent 
I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In a house that my family’s about to sell 
Everything comes to pass us by when it’s old 
We might both die young, but the songs we write won’t! 

Andrew Rose 
Where’d you go 
I know you’re out there 
Somewhere 
Buried in the 
Snow 
I know you’ve got a whole lot of  heaviness you hold 
In the shape of  your guitar case, you duck taped it closed 
No matter how brave you are, there are dark days to go 
So may the light of  a dead rock star take you home 
They say that true explorers never settle on the road 
You taught me how to write songs, and that’s everything I know 
As I’m sitting here 
At this typewriter trying to find faith 
Inside of  myself  
The only place I won’t let time change 
We’d dive in “Hard Rain…” and how Ray’s “Burn” bridges 
And how the sun won’t go down, without your forgiveness... 
When a young girl gave me a rainbow, life turned vivid 
Ten years later, I’m still trying to paint the world with it 
That time hasn’t survived, and it’s fine, but it’s tough lying 
Thinking back on how high the sun rises for young writers 

As I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In a house that my family’s about to sell 
Writing you a letter that I’ll probably never send 
I guess some things are better left unsaid 
I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In a house that my family’s about to sell 
Everything comes to pass us by when it’s old 
We might both die young, but the songs we write won’t! 



Andrew Rose 
Where’d you go 
I know you’re out there 
Somewhere 
Buried in the 
Snow 
I know you’ve got a whole lot of  heaviness you hold 
In the shape of  your guitar case, it’s our weight in gold 
No matter how brave you are, there are dark days to go 
So may the light of  a dead rock star take you home 
That summer in Virginia is still swollen in my soul 
You taught me how to write songs and that’s the only thing I know 
As I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In a house that my family’s about to sell 
Everything comes to pass us by when it’s old 
We might both die young, but the songs we write won’t! 
As I’m sitting here at this typewriter by myself  
In this house that my family’s about to sell 
Everything comes to pass us by when it’s old 
But we can live forever 
In the stories that we’ve told 
Andrew Rose 



 

             
            rinkles 

Inspired by not wanting the people you love to get old before you do. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Featuring Regina Zaremba 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 

Music by Skinny Atlas, Dylan Owen 
Acoustic guitar played by Dylan Owen 

Live bass played by Gabe Valle 
Recorded in Dylan’s mom’s house 

Mixed by Jason Moss 
Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

It’s a brand new day 
I can tell 
From the song that’s in my head 

I wasn’t sure 
But my dreams seemed short 
On the days I overslept 

Where were you 
When the clocks stopped moving 
And the years stopped making sense? 

All grown up 
It’s been a tough couple months 
Yeah and where were you 
My friend? 

Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me 
Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me 

I remember 
When Annie left me 
It ended both our lives 

I couldn’t sleep 
Hoping I would freeze 
In the big snowstorm that night 
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And she left 
Such a lasting impression 
I’m still bad at goodbyes 

When I lose 
Someone I turn bluer 
Than the Colorado sky 

Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me 
Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me 
I need a plane ticket to something out of  reach 
A miracle to get my off  my feet 

There was a day 
When I went up to heaven 
And I saw my grandpa there 

He said “D, 
If  this life’s too mean 
That just means you’re unprepared 

I gave your mom 
Those golden locks 
That she passed down to you to share 

So if  life 
Ever gives you lemons 
Then you better squeeze them in your hair”  

Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me 
Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me 
I need a sleeping pill or sure shot to my dreams 
Yeah anything to get me off  my feet 

I don’t know what you’ve gotta be so scared for 
Honestly we won’t be here for much longer 
Life will always be a handful 
So I want you to promise me 

When I get stressed 
I hold my breath 
For as long as I can count 

It’s not hard 
To forget your heart 



When you’re always blacking out 

I remember we were 
Cheap shot dreamers 
In an upstate, nowhere town 

It all ends 
When you bury your friends 
Six feet under the ground 

They better not all get wrinkles before me 
They better not all get holes in their stories 
Cuz if  they do I’ll just lie here so lonely 
For the rest of  our lives 

They better not all get wrinkles before me 
They better not all get holes in their stories 
Cuz if  they do I’ll just lie here so lonely 
For the rest of  our lives 

Promise me you won’t get wrinkles before me. 

. 



 
  

               he Only Torn-Up Boy in New York 

Inspired by being torn-up in the face of  my twenties 
And an iconic poster on my childhood bedroom wall. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 

Music by Skinny Atlas, Dylan Owen 
Background vocals by Regina Zaremba 

Electric guitar played by Tommy McCormick 
Recorded at Stand Up Sound by Ernesto Valenzuela 

Mixed by Billy Centenaro 
Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

Coming to you live from the bottom of  a heavy heart 
Live from the window of  a broken home 
Live from the memories that fell apart 
Live from the lines on my soul 
I’m coming to you live from the medicine drawers I’m still refilling 
Live from the parking lot floors we kissed as children 
Live from the saints of  the summer you wouldn’t visit 
Who remind you of  your childhood friends who went missing 
I don’t doubt this 
But here's to staying grounded more 
We took a road trip to spread the ashes out this fall 
And met the pretty poet prophets of  the outlet malls 
Who said a big idea can’t come out of  a town this small? 
I told you New York 
I’m sorry to insult you New York 
But there were times where I forgot how well I know you New York 
And one too many nights I waited up for closure New York 
The only living boy who still lives at home in New York 
I wrote you New York, I’m sorry for nothing, you never wrote back 
All I wanted was an acknowledgement of  my vocab 
And all I’ve grown past lays still like lovers’ fields 
I sent my heart out in a package, but that address wasn’t real 

Welcome to the season of  getting sick to your stomach 
You need something to believe in — believe me — or you’ll be leaving soon 
You can be deceived by the sweet seas of  what’s seizing us 
Or come and see the scenes from the cheap seats where we see em from… 
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Live from the bottom of  a heavy heart 
Live from the window of  a broken home 
Live from the memories that fell apart 
Live from the graffitied fence protecting my soul 

Live from the adult lessons that I learned in adolescence 
How to have a falling out and ride that avalanche forever 
Live from the cross country roads of  that adventure 
Grief  tore my face apart, now I’m trying to put it back together 
Live from the junk front yards that’ll never find salvage 
Live from the holes in our stories we’ll never climb out of  
I’m a blackout poet, I drink and fight first 
Till I can’t see anything besides the right words 

Yeah and 
Suddenly I’m not alone 
It feels like the entire tristate is on my collarbone 
Watching headlights pass 
Like the cards I’m dealt 
And the cars on the highway look like cosmo belts 
And everything seems fine 
Everything stands still 
And if  the sky comes crashing down 
Then this can’t be real 
And maybe none of  what I ever thought was 
So here I am 
Another person torn up 

This is how it feels to start something over 
And dream under a Simon and Garfunkel poster 
We all look for closure and get lost on our course 
Now it feels like I’m the only living boy in New York 
This is how it feels to start something over 
And dream under a Simon and Garfunkel poster 
We all look for closure and get lost on our course 
Now it feels like I’m the only living boy 
In New York 



 

               ones and Ribs 

Inspired by the skeletons that we all have at our core. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen and Aidan Cooper  
Featuring Aidan Cooper 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 

Music by Skinny Atlas, Aidan Cooper 
Background vocals by Regina Zaremba 
Acoustic guitar played by Nate Sander 

Trumpet played by Nate Sander 
Additional percussion played by Nate Sander 

Violin played by Gabe Valle 
Recorded under the stairs by Skinny Atlas 

Additional recording by Tommy McCormick at Lovesound Studios in Walden, NY 
Additional recording in Dylan’s apartment 

Mixed by Skinny Atlas 
Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

Aidan Cooper 
At the end of  another painful run 
Hoping tomorrow never comes 
They say it’s life but it feels more like hell 
And I just had a second look 
In the mirror of  the life I took 
Are those eyes mine 
Cuz fuck if  I can’t tell 

And we are ribs 
Just bones and ribs 
Oh still broken from the pain we had as kids 

And we are ribs 
Just bones and ribs 
Left in the streets where we first found our sins 

Dylan Owen 
If  you dig deep down enough inside yourself  
You’re bound to hit some lonesomeness 
Down below your cloak of  skin 
Down where it’s just bones and ribs 
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Where there’s nothing there but holes to stitch, muscles, foam and limbs 
Just scattered pieces where the cracking regions of  your soul get chipped 
I starved my feelings 
Stripped em down to nothing 
They’re just bolts that click 
I used to live off  my body of  work 
Now it’s just bones and ribs 
I thought I’d become someone else 
One day I almost did 
But you don’t become someone else when someone else’s clothes can fit 

Aidan 
We’re just ribs 
Just bones and ribs 
Oh still broken from the pain we had as kids 
And we’re just ribs 
Just bones and ribs 
Left in the streets where we first found our sins 

Dylan 
No matter how high the tide gets I try to roll with it 
In New York down at sea level, I’d never felt as low as this 
The last few years were affirmations, mantras, anecdotal myths 
Dylan… 
You always left the answer blowing in the wind 
So what if  I don’t ever make it home again? 
What if  I never see the poetry in life the way that Leonard Cohen did? 
Will I still have a hole to fill 
A skeleton of  bones to pick 
To strike something that’s gold 
All that dirt and stone left over 
Stretched right over all the rest 
Of  my cartilage 
I’m growing thin 
I take the tissue in between my joints and wipe my nose with it 
So I don’t know, I walk alone, below the bridge 
Re-walk the diner rooftops where I used to try not to approach the edge 
When I’d need hot cement to lock my feet down just to hold me in 
I feel the wind pinch my cheek at last 
And say, “You’ve gotten older kid” 
Finally, I see you underneath it all 
And you aren’t even broken, you’re just cold, weathered, sober, different 
I tried to hard to shelter out the lonesomeness 
I dove in it 
So I’ve been numb, nothing, only this 
Bones and ribs, bones and ribs 



I've been numb, nothing, only bones and ribs  

Aidan 
Been day after day of  just running on bones 
To get through a night spent awake 
Been year after year of  just running from homes 
To get through a life we forsake 
And I won’t hurt 
No 
Anymore 
For the times you won’t 
The times you won’t remember 
And I won’t bleed 
No 
Anymore 
For the time we lost 
We finally lost forever 

And we’re just ribs 
Just bones and ribs 
Oh still broken from the pain we had as kids 

And we’re just ribs 
Just ribs and bones 
Oh still broken from the time we left our home 

Aidan and Dylan 
At the end of  another painful run 
Hoping tomorrow never comes 
They say it’s life 
But it feels more like hell 
And I just had a second look 
In the mirror of  the life I took 
Are those eyes mine 
Cuz fuck if  I can’t tell 

.  



           

           
            nding Credits 

Inspired by the movie of  our lives that we only see once it’s over. 

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 
Music by Skinny Atlas 

Recorded in Dylan’s mom’s house 
Mixed by Jason Moss 

Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

Driving through a town that we nicknamed heaven 
Our pearly gates were the movie theater marquee entrance 
Always we would stay awake and wait for all the ending credits 
Always, I want you in my life 
I want you in my ending credits 

Time never stood a chance, 1am, dusty moon 
I’ve never seen a Friday night suspended like it does with you 
I don’t want to move, I know if  I don’t, the minutes will 
You could live this life over, I’d be here, sitting still 
You forgave me hundreds of  times, for stutters and lies 
When I had bags of  instant coffee brewing under my eyes 
Everything will disappear, reel by reel, slowly when it’s right 
And we’ll descend into our world 
As the aisles dim their lights 

And there were times 
You’d fall asleep right on my shoulder 
All through the years 
As I watched you get older 
Now I don’t know what to say 
I’ve got too much on my mind 
Everybody has moments in life where they’re afraid of  what’s ahead of  em  
And wish that they could cover their eyes 

Driving through a town that we nicknamed heaven 
Our pearly gates were the movie theater marquee exit 
Always we would stay awake and wait for all the ending credits 
Always, I want you in my life 
I want you in my ending credits 
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Always, I want you in my life 
I want you in my ending credits 
Always, I want you in my life 
I want you in my ending credits 
Always, I want you in my life 
I want you in my ending credits. 



 

	 oles In Our Stories 

This isn’t a perfect conclusion, and Holes In Our Stories wouldn’t feel right if  it had one. 
You can still tell a good story if  it doesn’t end.  

Written and performed by Dylan Owen 
Produced by Skinny Atlas 

Music by Skinny Atlas, Dylan Owen  
Acoustic guitar played by Dylan Owen 

Live bass played by Nate Sander 
Recorded in Dylan’s apartment 

Mixed by Billy Centenaro 
Mastered by Chris Gehringer 

We all have holes in our stories 
What matters is if  you fall into them 
And if  you don’t, then you’ll be alone, 
For wherever our lives might head off  to next 
We all have holes in our stories 
And creases across our heads 
So it was written 
There in the distance 
An image of  all of  the things in our lives we regret 

I punched a hole in the wall 
The night that she called me and told me she left 
Goddamn I hit it, so hard it indented, 
And I miss a part of  me I knew way way way back then 
We dug a hole in the concrete 
To lay down a few of  our friends 
The night they went missing 
Nobody would listen 
No wonder our bonfires haven’t burned bright ever since 

We all have holes in our stories 
What matters is if  you fall into them 
And if  you don’t, then you’ll be alone, 
For wherever our lives might head off  to next 
We all have holes in our stories 
And creases across our heads 
So it was written 
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There in the distance 
An image of  all of  the things in our lives we regret 

We all have holes in our stories 
What matters is if  you fall into them 
We all have holes in our stories 
What matters is if  you fall into them 
We all have holes in our stories 
Where do we go from here my friend? 
We all have holes in our stories 
Where do we go from here my friend? 
If  they all get wrinkles before me? 
Where do we go from here my friend? 
We all have holes in our stories 
What matters is if  you fall into them 
We all have holes in our stories 
So where do we go from here my friend? 
We all have holes in our stories 
Promise me you won’t fall into them 
Again. 





Mail me something.  
Don’t ever underestimate the timeless power of  the post office: 

Dylan Owen 
PO Box 20400 

NYC, NY 10009 


